
Icon Automotive Miniatures 

#WS-1202 Protar Alfa Romeo 179 Conversion 

Wheel Set Instructions. 

Parts List: 

2X Machined Aluminum Front Wheels 

2X Machined Aluminum Rear Wheels 

2X White Metal Front Wheel Centers (4 Spokes) 

2X White Metal Rear Wheel Centers (8 Spokes) 

4X RB Motion Machined Aluminum Tire Air Valves 

32X RB Motion Machined Aluminum Tire Bead Lock Bolts 

32X RB Motion Photo Etched Tire Bead Lock Bolt Washers 

56X RB Motion Machined Aluminum Wheel Center Stud & Nut Combo 

56X RB Motion Photo Etched Wheel Center Stud & Nut Combo Washers 

Start by examining the parts list above to insure you have all the parts 

required for the assembly of your wheel set. If you are missing a part, 

or you find a part is damaged, or not manufactured correctly please 

contact Icon Automotive Miniatures immediately so that a new 

replacement part can be sent to you. 

"Warning": 

This wheel set is a limited production item so replacement parts are 

not endless. You should act promptly if you find a problem to insure it 

can be taken care of while parts are available. 

Assembly: 

Start by cleaning up the white metal wheel centers. You can choose 

many different methods to do this via magnetic polisher or simply by 

hand. In either case make sure that the wheel center fits into the 

wheel rim with little or no effort. This will insure that there is a small 

amount of room within the assembly for a proper bond between the 

two parts. Before gluing the wheel center into the wheel rims you 

should paint the wheel centers. For my demo wheels pictured on my 



website we used Alclad II Gold Titanium ALC-118. Please consult your 

own reference to choose the proper color for the wheel centers. The 

event you are trying to represent with your model may require the 

wheel centers to be a different color or shade of the same color. Often 

times the color of the wheel centers changed with age. Heat from the 

brakes and dust from the warring brake pads collected on the wheel 

centers will give you a different overall color. After painting your wheel 

centers make sure to remove all paint from the bonding surfaces so 

that when you glue the wheel center into the wheel rim you will 

achieve a proper bond. For gluing the two parts together I recommend 

using a two part epoxy type of glue such as a 5 or 15 minute type. You 

can also use one of many types of CA glues but I do not think the bond 

with CA will last as well over time. If you do choose to use the epoxy 

type glues you can clean up the joint if glue seeps out with a "Q-tip". A 

good reason to fix these parts together with epoxy type glue is so that 

you will have a bit of working time before permanent bonding is 

reached. This will allow for proper alignment of the parts as shown in 

figures "A" and "B" below and on the following page. 

 



 

Next you will need to assemble the 56 Wheel Center Stud & Nut 

Combinations as shown below in figure "C" 

 

Following the assembly of the Wheel Center Stud & Nut Combination 

hardware next you will need to assemble the 32 Tire Bead Lock Bolt 

assemblies as shown in figure "D" on the following page.  



 

It is important to note every effort has been made so that these 

wheels can be assembled with a minimum amount of special tools. 

There should not be any need for drilling of holes to make certain that 

the machined hardware will fit. However you may come across a part 

that is a little too long or a hole has filled up with glue from a prior 

step of the assembly. Should you need to drill out any holes to free 

them of glue use a #76 (.052mm) drill bit to clear the holes for the 

wheel center Stud & Nut Combination Hardware. If the combination 

assembly is too long you can use a sprue cutter or similar tool to nip 

off the end of the offending part. Use CA type glue to install the Stud & 

Nut Combination assemblies as well as the Tire Bead Lock Bolt 

assemblies onto the wheel rim as shown in figure "E" & Figure "F" on 

the following page. Also shown in figures "E" & "F" is the placement of 

the 4 Tire Air Valves. These too should be cemented in place using CA 

type glue. After the attachment of the Tire Bead Lock Bolt assemblies 

it is important to check that none of the newly attached hardware 

extends past the outside surface of the wheel rim where the tire is to 

seat on the wheel rim. If you feel there is something extending past it 

could interfere with the tire seating correctly on the wheel and make 

the finished assembly not look correct. This can easily be taken care 



of with a file or sand paper after the Tire Bead Lock Bolt assemblies 

have been installed or if you check as you install each of the hardware 

assemblies you can trim accordingly as you fix them in place.  

 



I hope you are happy with your purchase of these Icon Automotive 

Miniatures #WS-1202 wheels. If you have any trouble or any questions 

please feel free to contact me at info@iconautomotiveminiatures.com I 

will do everything I can to make you happy and for this purchase to be 

an enjoyable one. 

 

Thank you! 

 

Derek Collins 

1/25/2015 


